This week in OSHC we had a group talk with the kids, they gave us ideas on themes they would like to do each week. Some of the ideas were great and we can’t wait to get them started.

We have had a lot of indoor activities this week hummer beads are still extremely popular with a lot of the boys getting involved. Henry created an amazing truck but made it his own by having it split down the middle. Jet was busy making key rings for is parents.

Jess and Maja spent some time talking about horses which leaded us both to drawing us riding a horse together. Elke was also busy this week doing heaps of drawings from her favourite game that she likes to play at home.

Hide and Seek has been rather popular during BSC with Jasper initiating the game and getting everybody involved. Zoe, Liam, Patrick, Ashley, Lochlan and Kate all got involved and had a great time.

Kate, Maliha, Zara and Sienna did some imaginary play on Tuesday afternoon pretending to be dogs and have puppies, they even incorporated a vet to care for each other.

Last week Rory asked me for some colouring pages. I printed off some Garfield colourings for him to do. We also found some word searches and crosswords which Marli, Zara and Rory enjoyed completing them.

Star of the week from manifold heights this week goes to Koji Stanton Lawerence for being caring and reading to the preps.

Star of the week this week from Holy Spirit goes to Marli Van Den Ham for her great attitude in OSHC and always helping others.

Jess and Staff.